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In December 2011, amidst a lot of clamour and excitement, two Giant pandas – Tian Tian and Yang Guang – arrived in Edinburgh Zoo.  Loaned from China at a hefty annual sum of US$ 1 million, the animals turned around the economic fortunes of an institution hovering on the verge of bankruptcy.  Visitor numbers doubled, ticket and merchandize sales escalated and the Royal Zoological Society’s income soared to a record fifteen million pound sterling (Anon., 2013). A boom in captive populations fostered panda circulation.  Many more animals became available for loans which China was eager to exchange in return for access to resources.  Contracts for the supply of salmon, Land Rover cars and petrochemicals worth US$ 4 billion – extractive deals replete with frontier-like orientations – accompanied these spectacular transactions (Hui, 2011).
Icons of international conservation, anthropomorphic stars of advertising campaigns, and celebrity animals in captivity, pandas’ ability to captivate need little reiteration.  Yet lurking close to captivation and captivity is the under-analyzed role of pandas as capital: lively vehicles of affect sparking consumptive encounters and extractive exchanges mobilized to generate surplus value.  This relation between captivation – the affective allure of nonhumans – and capital – expansionary value in motion – forms this paper’s primary focus.  It lies at the heart of concerns regarding the intensification of relations between capital and ecological life, where ‘life itself’ is rendered into a locus of accumulation (Rose, 2007;  Shukin, 2009;  Anderson, 2012;  Rajan, 2006), with all sorts of implications for political economic organization and analysis (Barua, 2018b).
Two substantial literatures in geography and cognate social sciences have grappled with the politics and dynamics of life.  The first entails ‘more-than-human’ geography (Whatmore, 1999), and affinitive ‘vitalist’ or ‘new materialist’ modes of inquiry (Bennett, 2010).  Concerned with practice, affect and a politics of knowledge, as opposed to discourse, representation and a politics of identity, more-than-human geographies turn to emergent ontologies of nature where the ‘human’ does not stand apart from a retinue of bodies, materials and technologies shaping its corporeal constitution and subjective powers (Whatmore, 2006). Of particular relevance is the concept of ‘nonhuman charisma’ (Lorimer, 2007), invoked to explain how the panda’s affective allure helps achieve organizational order in assemblages performing biodiversity conservation.  Nonhuman charisma is about affective enchantment.  It provides a ‘vital counterforce to … the disenchanted discourse’ and ‘bureaucratic Fordism’ of conservation biology.  Pandas serve as an ‘iconic brand’ under whose umbrella organizations such as the World Wide Fund for Nature (WWF), raise ‘money and campaign not only for the species but also for all global biodiversity’ (Lorimer, 2007, p.923-926).
A term gaining traction with the commercialization of conservation,​[1]​ others argue that the concept of nonhuman charisma fails to account for the capitalist capture of affective forces.  Fetishistic commodities can appear ‘charismatic in [their] lifelike effects’, an appearance that is semiotized and materialized when life is rendered into capital (Shukin, 2009, p.19).  Such capture – the privatization, marketization and financialization of nonhuman nature – is the concern of the second set of literatures.  Steeped in a conventional brand of political economy (McCarthy, 2012), it examines how nature is produced as a spectacle (Igoe, 2010), enrolled to generate value within economies of appearances, and even transformed into commodified ‘service providers’ in a biospheric economy (Duffy, 2014).  In a similar but not necessarily concurrent vein, others turn to Foucauldian analyses of biopower to analyze how techniques of power ‘specific to the government of human life also operate on the lives of other animals’ (Shukin, 2012, p.147).  This includes biopolitics and regulatory power exercised over animal populations, anatomo-politics and disciplinary power targeting the production of ‘docile bodies’ (Shukin, 2009), and pastoral politics, a ‘power of care’ associated with ‘responsibility, submission, individualized knowledge, and self-mortification’ (Taylor, 2013, p.546).
Building on a nascent body of scholarship that develops conversations between poshumanism and critical political economy (Barua, 2018b ;  Collard & Dempsey, 2017 ;  Collard & Dempsey, 2013), this paper argues that nonhuman potentials co-constitute, and make a difference to, regimes of capitalist accumulation.  As the geographer Ben Anderson (2012, p.32) presciently remarks,   there is a critical need to open up links between ‘the imperative to ‘make life live’ and contemporary political-economic transformations in capitalism’.  Foucault’s (1998) original formulations on biopower included a brief series of comments on how its ‘bipolar’ technology of bio- and anatomo-politics functioned as an essential element in the development of capitalism.  Drawing on calls to interrogate biopower as a quest to transform life into the capacity to work (Federici, 2004), and as a technology through which life is subsumed by capital (Negri, 2017), I attend to a further modality through which the economization of nonhuman life proceeds: an atmospheric politics of the lifeworld.  Coterminous with bio-, anatomo- and pastoral politics, atmospheric politics is an intervention in an animal’s milieu – the molecular and neurological body, its umwelt, socio-ecological relations, and rhythms, but also enveloping architectures and volumetric landscapes (Lorimer et al., 2017) – and its affective intensities.  Atmospheres are intervened on to establish a two-fold relation between value-producing activities and life, where the very activities of ‘doing and being’ become ‘productive labour’ or use-values for capital (Anderson, 2012, p.33), engineered to orchestrate consumptive encounters and fostered to reproduce lively capital. In turn, affective atmospheres condition how apparatuses of capitalist accumulation emerge, take grip and change.
This argument unsettles the ontological hygiene of ‘the economic’ as a realm external to ecology, and develops in three parts.  Firstly, tracking the rise of the panda as a global spectacle,​[2]​ the paper shows how charismatic affects are not trans-historical but emerge at specific junctures caught up in pathways of extracting surplus value.​[3]​  Secondly, attending to panda lifeworlds in zoos, it argues that the production of value-generating affects is contingent upon nonhuman labour animals perform in captivity.   This move forges a novel synthesis between affective labour (Hardt & Negri, 2000 ;  Fortunati, 2007) and animal work (Porcher, 2014), recuperating questions of exploitation and accumulation obscured by literatures on nonhuman charisma.  Finally, turning to the commercial circulation and captive breeding of pandas, the paper shows how atmospheric politics intervenes in the creature’s milieu to foster the reproduction and expansion of lively capital. Taken together, the paper extends understandings of affective economies, nonhuman life and the dynamics of lively capital.


Affective encounters: charisma and capital

The panda’s rise as a spectacular icon is steeped in pathways of generating value. Virtually unknown to the West till the late 19th century, two aleatory events sparked what was later to become a panda craze.  In 1869, Armand David, a French priest and naturalist came across the skin of a strange new ‘black-and-white bear’ in Dengchi in the Sichuan Province.  David procured and shipped two specimens to Alphonse Milne-Edwards, a zoologist in Paris’ Muséum National d’Histoire Naturelle, requesting him to name the creature Ursus melanoleucus – literally meaning black-and-white bear.  Noticing similarities with the recently described Red Panda from Nepal, Milne-Edwards assigned the creature a unique genus – Ailuropoda – or ‘panda footed’.  The curiosity the creature sparked was so immense that ‘people [went] to extraordinary lengths to get a glimpse of, or their hands on’ one (Nicholls, 2011, p.37).
Soon, a flurry of specimens made their way to the West. The most famous of these was a skin Theodore Roosevelt’s two sons sent back for display in Chicago’s Field Museum in 1929, claiming ‘authorities agree this is the first Giant Pandar [sic] shot by a white man’ (cited in Nicholls, 2011, p.50).  The Roosevelt’s celebrity status resulted in the skinned display generating significant traction.  Other natural history museums, competing to be the most spectacular in the country, began to emulate.  Collectors were sent in quest for larger and better-preserved specimens, triggering what was to become an extractive ‘panda rush’ (Morris & Morris, 1966).
A second event that fueled the panda spectacle was the arrival of Su-Lin, a panda cub, in San Francisco in December 1936.  Overcoming intense competition, Ruth Harkness, a New York designer and socialite, succeeded in bringing the first live panda to the West (Croke, 2006).  Overnight, Su-Lin and Harkness became media sensations.  Reporters swarmed the docksides of San Francisco, Chicago and finally New York where Harkness hoped to sell her panda to the Bronx Zoo (Morris & Morris, 1966).  Relations between the panda’s charisma and capitalist accumulation were beginning to be forged.  Harkness appeared in magazines and tabloids, endorsing advertisements with the panda cub to sell a range of commodities in depression-hit America.  Zoos were initially hesitant to buy the fragile cub: it could die at any moment and there were too many unknowns.  After a series of failed negotiations, Harkness reached an agreement with Chicago’s Brookfield Zoo that took on the growing cub in return for funds to finance a further trip to China to obtain a mate for Su-Lin.  The investment turned out to be an astute move.  Media frenzy had sparked a public eager to see the panda: more than fifty-three thousand visitors arrived on the first day, and the zoo recuperated its costs through gate receipts within a week (Nicholls, 2011).
Other zoos, aware of what a live animal had done to bolster Brookfield’s financial success, set off to obtain their own pandas. A new phase of ‘panda extraction’ was triggered (Nicholls, 2011), a mode of primitive accumulation (cf. Federici, 2004), for it entailed forcibly tearing animals from their eco-social modes of inhabitation and rendering them into creatures for display producing surplus value in captivity.  Violence lay at the heart of the panda trade that was fast becoming a lucrative business.  Over a dozen arrived in Europe in the years leading up to the Second World War, but many others died on the precarious journey (Morris & Morris, 1966).  On occasion, when animals were traumatized and turned aggressive, traders were forced to shoot them (Croke, 2006).  Furthermore, not all animals fared well in captivity: of the three pandas London Zoo received in 1938, two died prematurely, within two years with the outbreak of the war.
The first post-war animal to arrive in Europe was a female cub named Chi-Chi, later to become one of the best-known pandas in the world.  Post-war pandas marked the beginning of ‘another panda epoch’ (Morris & Morris, 1966, p.129), where affective nonhuman potentials were harnessed not just for drawing in zoo visitors but in catalyzing a wider consumptive economy. After touring several European zoos, Chi-Chi and her owner Heini Demmer, an animal dealer, reached London in 1958.  She was to be on display for three weeks as Demmer had plans of selling her to Chicago Zoo for US$25,000.  Chi-Chi began drawing such large crowds that a special enclosure had to be created in order for people to get a view.  London Zoo, then in a financial quandary, seriously began considering the possibility of purchasing the cub as a means of turning around its fortunes.  The Zoological Society of London (ZSL) struck a deal with Granada Television who furnished a majority of costs in return for rights to make programmes featuring the zoo’s animals (Zuckerman, 1988).  Granada launched Zoo Time, a programme reaching out to thousands of viewers and one that rendered Chi-Chi into a household name.  Pre-dating reality TV by decades, the venture constituted new modes of encounter with the panda, bringing an exotic creature into the intimacies of the everyday home.
If relations between captivation and capital were forged through multitudinous pathways, from the import of skins to live animals, from public display to television, it was the World Wildlife Fund’s (WWF) adoption of the panda as its logo that rendered the creature into ‘the face of conservation’ (Nicholls, 2011, p.94).  WWF’s first meeting took place in 1961, led by Max Nicholson and a number of other eminent conservationists including Sir Peter Scott, Julian Huxley and Guy Mountfort.  Ian MacPhail, a public relations guru who joined them in subsequent meetings, flagged up the importance of a logo.  What the newly-founded international organization needed, MacPhail argued, was a symbol that ‘could speak for itself and overcome all language barriers’ (Nicholls, 2011).  Material-semiotic aspects of the logo also mattered: the motif had to be that of ‘an attractive animal – one might say cuddly’, an endangered species, and recognizable when reproduced in miniature and in black-and-white (Max Nicholson in Schwarzenbach, 2011, p.29).  The panda was proposed as it fitted all three.  The animal had not gained symbolic significance in China at the time, and WWF was relatively unaware of what the panda symbolized for the Chinese. Chi-Chi, on the other hand, was a celebrity in the UK, and her stature catalyzed the design.  Gerald Watterson, IUCN’s Secretary-General visited London Zoo to make preparatory sketches.  Of the various poses he drew of Chi-Chi, Scott chose and stylized a frontal view of the animal gazing the beholder in the eye (Schwarzenbach, 2011).
WWF’s logo was ‘one of the most valuable trademarks that has ever been devised, and it took about twenty minutes’ (Nicholson interview in Bonner, 1994, p.64).  However, generation of brand value did not purely emanate from the animal’s charisma: it required active orchestration.  WWF displayed enlarged versions of the logo at its launch and subsequent meetings, carefully positioning them behind speakers to amplify its presence. On WWF’s behalf, the Daily Mirror, then Britain’s most popular newspaper with an estimated readership of thirteen million, carried out a special ‘shock issue’ on the global wildlife crisis.  Scott’s logo was a prominent feature, followed by caption ‘There is only one hope for them – symbolized by the giant panda … [an] emblem of a world crusade to beat the 20th century death flood – the WORLD WILDLIFE FUND’.  The back page carried a captivating photograph of Chi-Chi staring at the reader, accompanied by messages for donations.  ‘The urgent need is for money – NOW’ (Anon., 1961, p.1-3).  Twenty-thousand letters of support and thirty-five thousand pounds in donations, equivalent to half a million in today’s terms, flowed in. Besides targeting donors, WWF mobilized the panda’s affective appeal to sell a range of commodities from ashtrays to badges and Christmas cards.  For Nicholson, this was ‘good confirmation of our diagnosis of the publicity value of the World Wildlife emergency and possibilities of converting it into effective money’ (cited in Nicholls, 2011, p.71).
Whilst Chi-Chi’s popularity played a role in the panda becoming ‘the face of conservation’, closer readings of the geomaterial histories of charisma indicate a careful micropolitical orchestration of allure at work. Scott’s logo adopted an elevated viewpoint.  The beholder looked down at the creature rather than meet it at eye level – a perspective reminiscent of how Watterson might have encountered Chi-Chi when he made sketches in the London Zoo. Over time, the logo has been rendered more neotenic: the panda’s eyes, cranium and head have become enlarged (Figure 1), its ‘cuddly charisma’ (Lorimer, 2007) accentuated.  Such manipulation of infantile features, a mobilization of pastoral power evoking the need for care and sympathy, parallels Stephen Jay Gould’s tracking of the neotenic ‘evolution’ of Mickey Mouse.  Gould argued that marketing campaigns aimed at triggering affectionate responses transformed Mickey from a mean, rat-like animal in the 1920s to a doe-eyed character five decades later (Gould, 1979).  In 1986, WWF brought in a San Franciso-based design agency Landor & Associates, to modify its logo into one that was ‘commercially attractive and marketable’ (Schwarzenbach, 2011, p.175).  Scott’s panda, the agency argued, looked ‘too old, sick, depressed’.  There was a distinct emphasis on the face: its white pupils were seen as ‘negative’, as was the nose, purportedly ‘undefined, smashed in’ (see image in Schwarzenbach, 2011, p.184).  
The new logo, amplifying rounded eyes, ears and forehead, affords a captivating face-to-face encounter.  But there is more to this than pastoral power, for faces are crucial mediums through which consumptive encounters are engineered in contemporary capitalist economies.  Eyes and cues of being watched are common tropes marketing campaigns deploy to generate affective currency in the form of ‘face value’ (Thrift, 2010).  Similarly, research in the soft-toy industry suggests that figures with larger craniums and flatter snouts are commercially more successful than those that are less infantile (Hinde & Barden, 1985).  Neotenic rebranding was a careful ploy of channeling allure and intervening in affective atmospheres to foster commerce,  an intervention that generates worlds ‘not actually real’ but ‘presents itself to the world’ and appears ‘superior to it’ (Debord, 1983 [1967], p.15-160).  As Nancy Nash, a former WWF consultant, remarked: ‘Sir Peter’s panda looked like a panda’ but WWF ‘turned it into this thing that looks like a dog’.  The organization, that ‘once combined business with passion’, ‘was gradually becoming strictly business’ (cited in Nicholls, 2011, p.77).  Furthermore, this commercialization coincides with the ascendancy of the term ‘charismatic megafauna’ in the 1980s.  ‘Flagship species’ such as pandas were seen as vehicles to ‘sell the cause of conservation’ (Mittermeier, 1986, p.233). Mobilizing spectacular-specular affects, WWF raises some US$ 180 million annually through donations and the sale of merchandize (Nicholls, 2011).

Figure 1: The ‘evolution’ of the panda logo. The eyes and cranium are enlarged to render it neotenic, affording a face-to-face encounter.






Chi-Chi’s life in captivity provides crucial insights into how nonhuman charisma, and concomitantly surplus value, is produced through affective labour.  Captured as a cub in Sichuan, Chi-Chi was taken to the newly formed Peking (Beijing) Zoo in 1958.  Keen to acquire new exhibits, Chinese authorities agreed to provide Heini Demmer a panda in exchange for a menagerie of African mammals.  At the time, the Chinese government had recognized the importance of studying and protecting nature for its benefit in constructing a socialist state, but its integration into economic planning happened much later (Songster, 2018).  When Demmer arrived in Beijing, he got ‘complete freedom to choose one of their three pandas’.  Spending a week ‘watching all three animals very carefully’, Demmer picked Chi-Chi as she was ‘definitely the liveliest and naughtiest of them’ (cited in Morris & Morris, 1966, p.125). His use of the term lively was not coincidental: the animal’s ethological dispositions, its potential to affect and be affected, were crucial, for liveliness configures political economies of display and had bearings on Chi-Chi’s commercial success.
Chi-Chi then embarked on what turned out to be a crowd-pulling but uncertainty-laden journey. Flown to Moscow, then East Berlin, Demmer navigated a city divided along Cold War lines to reach West Berlin, when his plans of selling Chi-Chi to Chicago Zoo at a staggering sum of US$ 25,000 fell through.  American authorities had issued a trade embargo on Communist China, leaving Chi-Chi stranded.  Frankfurt Zoo offered her a temporary home and Chi-Chi soon began to gain traction.  Large crowds flocked to see the first panda to reach Europe after the war, amongst whom included celebrity actors Marcello Mastroianni and Marisa Merlini.  Yet problems regarding her care quickly came to the fore.  Stocks of bamboo – pandas’ natural food – started running low and Chi-Chi had to make do with less than ideal substitutes (Anon., 1958). Demmer then began a ‘traveling panda-show’, hiring her out to European zoos by the week.  Copenhagen was visited, then London, setting in motion an itinerary exhausting for both the panda and her owner (Morris & Morris, 1966).
At the heart of these captivating, commercialized encounters is what I term affective nonhuman labour.  As Hardt and Negri argue, labour under late capitalism increasingly involves ‘human contact and interaction … focused on the creation and manipulation of affect’.  ‘Labour in the bodily mode’, affective labour is ‘immersed in the corporeal, the somatic’ but its products are intangible (Hardt & Negri, 2000, p.292).  Whilst humanist in its orientation, Hardt and Negri’s conceptualization of affective labour might be read in conjunction with recent scholarship on animal work – the productive activities of animals, performed intransitively, in a range of corporeal and ethological registers – and its role in the circulation of affects crossing human-nonhuman divides (Porcher, 2015 ;  Barua, 2018a), to analyze how value is produced through captivating, more-than-human encounters.  Furthermore, as Marxist feminists have long argued, the infrastructure of affective work is not simply about immaterial economies under late capitalism, but has been a vital aspect in the (re)production of human labour (Fortunati, 2007 ;  Federici, 2006).  Understanding how lively capital is produced and reproduced demands a close attention to affective labours performed by nonhumans.



























Figure 2: Affective labour in captivity; Illustrated London News.
Political economies of captivity and spectatorship also involved affective labours of being watched: coping with the constant gaze of crowds and television media, fraught with its own colonial histories of display and voyeurism.  After ZSL and Granada struck a deal with Demmer, a new enclosure was designed, ‘complete with swimming pool, mist spray, weighing platform, suspended tyres, and a pile of logs’.  An assigned keeper played with Chi-Chi in a large open space created in front of her den, entertaining crowds gazing down from a promontory vantage point.  This included anthropomorphic antics such as playing football, aimed at thrilling the public. ‘All this was to add glamour’ (Morris interview in Arena, 1992), but at the cost of ‘never being treated as a “wild” animal’ (Morris & Morris, 1966, p.134), where the creature could resist or retract from the act of being watched.
Intimacies generated through affective labour generates were crucial for forging notions of ‘authenticity’, which televisions rely on for creating brand value and commercial success.  As Zoo Time’s anchor Desmond Morris remarked, the reason why the programme was successful was because ‘it is real’.  Other animal programmes had ‘a phoney “studio” atmosphere which is all too easy to detect’ (Morris, 1966, p.ii; emphasis added).  Granada had built a studio within London Zoo’s premises in order to habituate animals a week before going live on television.  Most animals dislike being moved into strange, unfamiliar surroundings, and as a result ‘simply sit and sulk, or cringe in a corner’.  Casting them ‘to the best effect’ required eliciting cooperation from the creatures themselves, so that they were ‘relaxed’, not ‘scared, uneasy … boringly doing nothing’.  For animals to be ‘alert and interested’ when going live, one needed to cultivate attention (Morris, 1966, p.ii), an affective labour crossing species divides.
Besides coping and being attentive, animals had to be animate in order to conjure an authentic atmosphere.  Authenticity is a vital for producing and marketing wildlife films which, as others have argued, are more akin to reality TV than documentary (Bousé, 1998).  Chi-Chi’s protein and sugar-rich diet in captivity had made her overweight.  She ‘spent a great majority of life sleeping’.  Sleeping, as Zoo Time producer Denis Forman remarked, ‘of course is not good on television’.  On certain days she would perform well, ‘but there were many, many days in which she was not accessible through sleep … The poor creature had to be poked out and woken up in order to at least appear to be animate’ (Denis Forman interview in Arena, 1992).  Political economic analyses do not immediately recognize affective labours of generating ‘authenticity’ as productive work.  However, the success of Zoo Time and the large number of visitors flocking to see Chi-Chi in London Zoo evidence its economic valence.  In fact, ZSL’s hope that the television programme would restore the institution’s financial conundrum was ‘fulfilled in the first few years’ (Zuckerman, 1988, p.60).
The role of immaterial, affective labour in the material reproduction of lively capital comes to the fore in the famous saga of getting Chi-Chi to mate.  In the autumn of 1960, Chi-Chi showed signs of coming into heat.  Her mood and diet changed.  Chi-Chi began ‘calling and running around her enclosure’, leaving ‘scent-marks on her “territory”’ and refusing ‘all food except the softest bamboo shoots’ (Morris & Morris, 1966, p.130).  Similar moods returned in 1961, aggravated by a captive life torn from an eco-social milieu.  Chi-Chi was beginning to become dissatisfied with her environment, and when no mate materialized in response to her calls and scents, ‘her reproductive system went into revolt.  As if to attract a male at all costs, it began to work overtime’ (Morris & Morris, 1966, p.163).
From ZSL’s perspective, this was not simply a condition to be managed, but ‘a potential infant panda’ that could garner publicity and boost finances ‘wasted’ (Morris & Morris, 1966, p.130).  Their plea to Beijing Zoo for a potential mate failed to elicit a positive response.  Chi-Chi’s periods of heat on the other hand became more intense, frequent and prolonged.  The autumn of 1963 witnessed the onset of a phase persisting for weeks.  ‘Her spitefulness,’ as Morris observed, ‘developed into a “wicked temper”’.  Her movements through the paddock became ‘more agitated and elaborate’ (Morris & Morris, 1966, p.163).  Chi-Chi hardly ate when in heat.  Weight-loss led to a desperate situation and the zoo veterinarian had to administer a heavy dose of tranquilizers (Morris & Morris, 1966).
ZSL, keen to avoid a repeat of such situations, approached Moscow Zoo that housed a male panda named An-An, setting in motion what was to become a complex tale of international diplomacy and political press coverage.​[4]​  In 1966, after almost three years of negotiation with Soviet authorities, Chi-Chi was flown to Moscow (Graham-Jones, 1970).  Over the following months, newspapers reported every conceivable development of the pandas’ attempts to mate, rendering Chi-Chi and An-An into household names world-over.  The birth of a panda cub was an economic spectacle waiting to detonate.  Businesses planned ahead, manufacturing a gamut of panda-related commodities from teddies, key rings to even mugs of Chi-Chi minor (Nicholls, 2011, p.130). A major retailer, the chemists Boots, reported a 91% and 124% increase in sales of their two panda toys (Anon., 1966b).  Other toy manufacturers were ‘sitting on their plans’, hoping for a baby that would trigger an even bigger panda craze (Anon., 1966a).
Showing initial promise, the animals’ attempts to mate were ultimately unsuccessful (Graham-Jones, 1970).  Chi-Chi’s interactions with An-An were often truculent, and with China’s monopoly over pandas, ‘female choice’ of a mate was limited.  Getting the animals to breed was in many ways coercive as the eco-social context in which reproduction occurs was disavowed (Parreñas, 2018).  Furthermore, this failure to reproduce had economic consequences.  Public perceptions of pandas took a hit, as did entrepreneurs hoping to cash in on the situation.  Spectacular-specular affects generated by pandas were indeed turbulent.  Businesses abandoned plans of manufacturing panda teddies.  ‘I’m afraid that we’ve been had’ remarked the managing director of a company left stranded with box-loads of Chi-Chi keyrings.  A Daily Mail article aptly summarized the bearings pandas had on this affective economy: ‘Never has such a gloom been spread throughout the industrial world by the mere lack of mateyness on the part of a couple of animals’ (cited in Nicholls, 2011, p.130).
Achieving a panda birth became so desperate that An-An was later brought to London Zoo, but with no success.  Oliver Graham-Jones, the vet who accompanied Chi-Chi to Moscow, concluded that their failure to mate was because Chi-Chi had ‘become so conditioned to the zoo environment and company of man [sic], that she developed anthropomorphic tendencies’ (Graham-Jones, 1970, p.164).  There were clear signs of sexual imprinting.  During periods of heat her moods changed and she became ‘more affectionate towards her keepers’ (Morris & Morris, 1966, p.163).  The observing team in Moscow reached a similar conclusion. ‘Chi-Chi’s long isolation from other pandas has “imprinted” her sexually on human beings … and in a preference situation chose to offer herself sexually to a human observer rather than to a male panda’ (Graham-Jones, 1970, p.197).
Captivity, as the etho-phenomenologist Heni Hedigger presciently observes, ‘utterly destroy[s] the animal’s previous world’.  It is ‘put into a different environment’ wherein it ‘must construct an entirely fresh subjective world’ (Hediger, 1950, p.27).  Whilst reconstruction proceeds through practices of care, and its concomitant pastoral politics (Shukin, 2012;  Taylor, 2013), care becomes particularly problematic when humans ‘take on surrogate rearing roles’ and get ‘entangled in the reproductive lives of animals’ (van Dooren, 2014, p.96-97).  However, there are other practices through which such fraught, vulnerable lives are produced: Chi-Chi’s lifeworld, enmeshed in economies of display, was reconstructed through the logics of accumulation, and their quest to transform life into the capacity to work and into ‘dead labour’ (Federici, 2004).  Whilst captivity is spatial, involving incarceration of particular bodies from landscapes, it also entails the production of captive life – lifelong attachments formed through imprinting and the violence of care in an affective economy (van Dooren, 2014).
Chi-Chi and An-An failed to reproduce biologically, but this was not the case with commodity reproduction.  Their images were ‘mass-produced in toys and trinkets, reproduced in hundreds of cartoons and thousands of photographs, illustrating news story upon news story’ with an economic currency of their own (Nicholls, 2011, p.136-137).  Even her death in 1972 caused a stir.  Her remains, offered to London’s Natural History Museum, were mounted into an exhibit still standing today.  Chi-Chi’s life had profound consequences for how the panda is valorized, but ‘raised by humans, without seeing another panda,’ her own sentient life was transformed, ‘not even recognizing An-An as the same species’ (Morris & Morris, 1981, p.104).


Atmospheric politics of lifeworlds: lively capital

If affective labour recuperates hidden histories of extracting value from nonhuman life, the circulation of pandas enables understanding the dynamic effects the animals bring into being as lively capital – expansionary, corporeal value in motion.  In the postwar era pandas circulated as ‘goodwill ambassadors’ for China and, as gifts, were owned by recipient nations.  The motive behind gifts was geopolitical: to create strategic alliances. Following the transition to state-led capitalism under Deng Xiaoping in the 1980s, China shifted to a lease model, retaining ownership over animals and exploiting the creature’s commercial potential to a maximum.  Pandas had become catalysts for access to markets for Chinese products.
Significant commercial jostling accompanied loans, as exemplified by the two pandas taken to Los Angeles Zoo during the 1984 Olympic Games.  The deal was brokered by a US$ 580 million open-pit mining contract between Occidental Petroleum Corporation and Republic of China. Occidental Petroleum’s chairman Arnie Hammer personally paid US$ 150,000 for the pandas (DeMott, 1984).  A heavy turnout of spectators led to an extension of the pandas’ stay in Los Angeles.  They even traveled to San Francisco, lured by hefty rental fees. Commercial success ‘precipitated much jostling by North American and European zoos to obtain pandas for exhibition as well as by China to loan them. It became a rent-a-panda program, zoos vying for status, publicity, and profit by displaying pandas and China collecting six-figures for each loan, as well as a percentage of souvenir sales’. Pandas had become ‘big business’, lively capital ‘treasured more for their display value than for themselves’ (Schaller, 1994, p.235-236).
Over fifty animals were rented on short-term loans between 1984 and 1994 (van Dooren, 2016), costing between US$ 300,000-500,000 for short periods lasting 100-200 days.  The scale of accumulation was such that trade regulations were often relegated.  High-profile politicians, including Nancy Reagan, Jimmy Carter and George HW Bush, intervened to materialize loans.  Panda extraction of the 1930s was back in a different guise: ‘not only did zoos want these cuddly expatriates’, but so did commercial enterprises such as a supermarket chain and a state fair’ (Schaller, 1994, p.237).  Toledo Zoo and Detroit’s Michigan State Fair even raced to host the first pandas in the Midwest.  It was later estimated that Toledo city derived a profit of about US$ 60 million from its 1988 panda loan: the animals’ spectacular allure had drawn over a million visitors (Anon., 2016 ;  Schaller, 1994, p.248).
Liveliness – the panda’s corporeal, ethological and reproductive potentials – had bearings on the velocity of circulation and expansion of value.  Unlike speed-up in the (re)production of lively commodities such as chicken, achieved through an anatomo-politics of the body intensifying metabolic labour (Wadiwel, 2018), captive panda reproduction was slow, posing a barrier to the limitless expansion of capital.  Instead, yet another round of primitive accumulation was put to work: China began capturing wild pandas to augment a captive population dying faster than it reproduced (Schaller, 1994).  Conservationists lobbied to get the American Association of Zoological Parks and Aquariums (AAZPA) to formulate short-term loan guidelines.  Revised guidelines in 1985 stated that only sterile animals or those past breeding age could be loaned.  Rules however continued to be flaunted in practice.  Any panda readily available was sent. The New York Zoological Society was shipped a wild-caught female Yong-Yong who, according to Chinese authorities, was incapable of breeding.  Shortly after her arrival Yong-Yong came into heat.  The male sent with her was too young to breed and had to be kept in a separate enclosure to avoid untoward aggression from the female (French, 1987).
The 1990s witnessed a moratorium on loans.  San Diego Zoo, however, initiated secret negotiations with China for a pair of pandas.  So strong was the zoo’s confidence in circumventing the moratorium that it constructed a million-dollar exhibit area and gift shop.  San Diego wanted wild-caught pandas despite guidelines only allowing captive-born animal loans.  China complied, with Chengdu Zoo stating ‘as far as the rescue of wild pandas, it will be the zoo’s major responsibility’ (cited in Schaller, 1994, p.280).  ‘’Rescue,’’ as the biologist George Schaller studying pandas in Sichuan remarked, has ‘long been a euphemism for ‘capture’’. A couple of months after Chengdu Zoo’s letter, two wild pandas were ‘rescued’, one of them apparently ill, and both designated for San Diego Zoo. ‘By further coincidence, the ‘rescued’ animals were a male and a female’ (Schaller, 1994, p.280).
In 1994, the US Fish and Wildlife Service, pressured by WWF and other organizations, published a new loan policy.  Panda shows were deemed reckless and banned.  Animals could only be displayed for purposes ‘not detrimental to the survival of the species and that are not primarily commercial’.  Zoos were directed to participate in longer loans that fostered captive-breeding and ‘a coordinated international panda conservation effort’ (Federal Register, 1995, p.16487-16491).  Eager to cash in, San Diego Zoo launched its own research programme on panda breeding biology as the financial benefits of paying the Chinese Ministry of Forestry of US$ 1 million annually for a pair of pandas were immense (Nicholls, 2011).  Other zoos – Zoo Atlanta in Georgia, the National Zoo in Washington DC and Memphis Zoo – soon acquired pandas on the new loan agreement, sparking what was to become a shift in the reproduction of lively capital.
Panda breeding in captivity had fared poorly in the two decades since the first captive birth in 1963.  Numbers had risen from 12 to only 88, an increase largely supplemented by capture of wild pandas during bamboo die-offs of the 1970s and 80s.  By 1996, China had 134 animals reaching reproductive age (Nicholls, 2011), but only 39% reproduced and as many as 8% failed to display normal oestrus.  With only six living males in captivity mating naturally, the population was not self-sustaining (Swaisgood et al., 2003). Under the new loan regulations, San Diego Zoo initiated collaborations with the China Conservation and Research Center for the Giant Panda (CCRCGP) in Wolong to improve the welfare and reproductive success of captive pandas.
Studies by Ron Swaisgood and his colleagues in Wolong and San Diego in the late 1990s began to reveal that it was not just the panda’s physiological constitution that mattered in successful reproduction but, more significantly, the creature’s surroundings.  Zoos began ‘environmental enrichment’, a ‘process for improving or enhancing zoo animal environments … in which changes to structures and husbandry practices are made with the goal of … drawing out their species-appropriate behaviours’ (Hare et al., 2003, p.402).  At work here is what I term an atmospheric politics of the umwelt or lifeworld, where the animal-in-its-environment and its affective intensities become targets for a mode of accumulation generating value from life.  An extension of bio- and anatomo-politics ‘centered on the body as a machine: the optimization of its capabilities … its integration into systems of efficient and economic controls’ (Foucault, 1998, p.141), and pastoral politics centered on ‘a power of care’ (Foucault, 2009, p.127), atmospheric politics intervenes in an animal’s social, ecological, chemical and architectural milieu.  It is about conditioning a volumetric environment to foster the accumulation of labour-power and enable a reproduction of (lively) capital.  In an affiliate register, atmospheric politics entails micropolitical manipulations of the ‘affective intensities of a particular space’, orchestrating ‘events, actions, feelings and emotions’ (Lorimer et al., 2017, p.2), to spur consumption and the realization of value.
Aimed at taking ‘advantage of a species’ natural sensory abilities’ (Hare et al., 2003, p.403), enrichment was directed towards an animal’s umwelt and how it inhabited a sentient world according to its own ethological propensities.  Work on panda biology was beginning to point to the vital role olfaction played in the coordination of mating.  Living solitary lives for most of the year, pandas became intensely social when it came to reproduction.  Animals were found to establish ‘scent posts’ in places with high panda traffic, seeking out conspecific odours and even distinguishing individuals, their age, reproductive condition and social dominance through smell  (Swaisgood et al., 2003).  Zoos and captive breeding centres began enriching olfactory and chemosensory environments of enclosures.  Artificial scents, including peppermint extract, clove and even Polo perfume, were introduced to keep animals alert and interested (Hare et al., 2003).  A manipulation of the olfactory umwelt enhanced social interactions between isolated pandas.  They were no longer characterized by the antagonism marking Chi-Chi and An-An’s interactions three decades earlier.
Atmospheric politics extended to other modalities of nonhuman sensing.  Biologists realized that females scent-marked in the early stages of oestrus, but communicated through vocalizations when ovulating (Swaisgood et al., 2003).  Auditory cues were semiotic: males distinguished between chirps of fertile and pre-fertile females (Charlton et al., 2010).  Similarly, experiments refuted erstwhile beliefs that pandas’ vision was poorly developed.  On the contrary, bodily postures and visual markings turned out to be important means of communication.  Pandas’ eye-masks – long the target of orchestrating affective encounters generating ‘face value’ – were cues individuals used to identify one another (Dungl et al., 2008).




Figure 3: Enriched enclosures in captivity.

Conditioning a volumetric environment resulted in ‘a dramatic increase in the number of natural matings, pregnancies, births and cub survivorship’ in captivity (Swaisgood et al., 2003, p.65).  The Wolong facility population ‘exploded’ from 25 individuals in 1995 to more than 70 a few years later, with nearly all females and two-thirds of the males mating naturally.  The affective communication and immaterial exchanges atmospheric politics catalyzed through enrichment ‘helped recruit new breeders into the population’ (Swaisgood et al., 2003, p.81), but this expansion of lively capital was on the back of a violent history of clearing bodies from landscapes and the coercion pandas were subjected to in a far-from-ideal reproductive context.  Lively capital was built on numerous ‘pseudopregnancies’, still born infants and the forcible extraction of sperm from males, affecting an animal’s moods and bodily wellbeing for weeks (Nicholls, 2011).  
Atmospheric politics has in fact enabled far more circulation of lively capital than in the past.  There are over 370 pandas in captivity today, more than twice the figure in 1996.  The trend in sending animals out on loans is increasing as the Chinese government is making it easier for zoos to obtain pandas (van Dooren, 2016, p.42).  Although loans have diplomatic and geopolitical underpinnings (Buckingham et al., 2013), they are also replete with frontier-like orientations setting in motion a range of consumptive and extractive processes in excess of value-added encounters in zoos (Collard, 2013a).  Animals loaned to Canada in 2012 resulted in a US$ 3 billion trade deal despite condemnation by First Nations and coastal residents of British Columbia.  The project was justified as a ‘critical element in diversifying markets for Canada’s oil’ (Collard, 2013a, p.230).  The deal not only accelerates carboniferous capitalism exacerbating climate change – identified as a threat to wild panda populations – but coincides with long-term contracts to supply China with uranium oxide (Anon., 2010). Similar loans to France also coincided with a US$ 20 billion contract for supplying ‘uranium oxide and construction of a uranium treatment plant in China by French nuclear giant Areva’.  China has planned a ‘five to six-fold increase in nuclear capacity by 2050’ whilst its ‘demand for uranium will overtake domestic supply by 2020’ (Buckingham et al., 2013, p.265).  If rent-a-panda schemes had turned the animal into ‘big business’, as lively, circulating capital they have become even bigger business.
Affective economies and atmospheric politics

The panda’s transition from an obscure animal to a spectacular global icon shows how the economization of nonhuman life entails intervening in a creature’s milieu and its affective intensities.  Contingent upon harnessing nonhuman labour, an atmospheric politics of the umwelt is a form of biopower inexorably entangled with the intensification of a systematic relation between life and capital, where life is transformed into the capacity to work, and subsumed into regimes of generating surplus value.  Taken together, the concepts of affective and reproductive nonhuman labour, atmospheric politics and lively capital developed in this paper enable a relational understanding of accumulation and valorization.  It speaks to, and extends, more-than-human analyses of nonhuman charisma (Lorimer, 2007), Foucauldian takes on biopower and animal life (Braverman, 2012 ;  Shukin, 2012 ;  Taylor, 2013), as well as literatures on lively commodities and biocapital (Collard, 2013b;  Collard & Dempsey, 2017;  Rajan, 2006).
Whilst pandas have been integral to initial formulations of nonhuman charisma, both as an analytical concept (Lorimer, 2007), and as a conservation dispositif (Kleiman & Seidensticker, 1985), bringing affective economies into relief enables working beyond its analytical limitations.  Charisma is not a trans-historical force retaining consistency across multitudinous past-presents as iterations of the concept posit, but a ‘historically situated relational worlding’ (Haraway, 2016, p.50).  The panda’s affective allure is relationally configured, but it emerges through very specific channels closely intertwined with logics of display, extraction and violence.  The term ‘charismatic’, imported into conservation vocabularies in the 1980s (Goble, 2009), gained currency with the mainstreaming of conservation into a commercial enterprise, and a transformation of the panda itself into ‘big business’ (Schaller, 1994).  Histories of orchestrating charisma reveal a careful micropolitical channeling of affect that has run parallel to commercialization, WWF’s rebranding of its logo to harness neotenic affects for fundraising and selling merchandize being exemplary.  Nonhuman charisma thus becomes fetishistic: violence inflicted in captivity fades into the background, whilst extractive practices underpinning economies of display and the carboniferous capitalism fostered by fantastic transactions are masked.
The panda’s historically-situated allure is constitutive of affective economies, and simultaneously introduces turbulence in the production and realization of value.  The spectacle of a panda birth can escalate commodity production; sales slump when animals fail to breed.  At work here is not just a cultural economy (Amin & Thrift, 2008) but an ecological one, for affective ethologies are mobilized across the production and realization of value.  Pandas in fact point to a wider ‘Disneyization’ of the economy under late capitalism, characterized by theming, merchandizing, emotional labour and the de-differentiation of consumption from play (Bryman, 1999).  Spectacles become currencies of encounter and exchange, both as commodities and as means to sell other commodities.  Disneyization, like the society of spectacles, elevates appearances.  As Debord puts it, ‘what appears is good; what is good appears’ (Debord, 1983 [1967], p.9-10).  Disneyization is an affective mode of economic organization rather than the rational efficiency of (post)-Fordism. The neotenic ‘evolution’ of the panda logo, large-scale production and retail of panda-inspired commodities, consumptive sprees accompanying captivating face-to-face encounters in zoos all operate through affective capture, albeit of affects crossing porous bodies and animal-human divides.
Whilst affective capacities and relations are intervened on through the manipulation and intensification of alluring forces, affective atmospheres also condition how such apparatuses emerge and change.  A ‘Disneyized’ economy is contingent upon affective work done by animals: the intimacy and response-ability pandas elicit, their labours of being animate and being watched.  They remain pivotal for commercial ventures.  Atmospheres of ‘authenticity’ television programmes and zoos portray to generate brand value requires attentiveness and coping on the panda’s part.  Thus, as an analytic, affective nonhuman labour points to actual processes of extracting value from nonhuman life in ways notions of ‘charisma’, ‘raw material’ and ‘lively’ stock do not.  Pandas emerge as unwaged workers in the shadows of capitalism: their affective labour is a basis for the extraction of surplus and for rendering life productive.  Affective nonhuman labour expands understandings of the productive forces in capitalism and what the conditions for the rise of a bio-economy are (Anderson, 2012). 
When read in conjunction with reproductive nonhuman labour, affective atmospheres provide insights into the constitution and expansion of lively capital.  Reproductive labour, including mating, giving birth and caring for young, is largely contingent upon affective ethologies and encounters brought into being through relations fostered by the pandas’ own activities: encounter value or use-values for pandas themselves.  Such affective relations between pandas need to take grip if lively capital is to expand and for captivating encounters to proliferate.  In fact, Marxist feminists have long argued that ‘in the sphere of reproduction’ immaterial, affective labour plays a critical role, as material production is inexorably tied up with the ‘exchange of immaterial use-values (communication, affect, love)’ (Fortunati, 2007, p.141).  Whilst material lives are critical for reproduction, and are a target of atmospheric politics, immaterial exchange, often sidelined in political economic analyses, is of equal import.  Atmospheric politics, by holding the material and immaterial in productive tension, foregrounds affective infrastructures constituting the hidden abode of reproduction, infrastructures capitalist economies of display are parasitic upon but do not generally consider ‘economic’.
As this paper has shown, intervening in affective atmospheres establishes a twofold relation between value-producing activities and nonhuman life.  Affective labours and encounter value, or for that matter the very activities of animals in terms of their quotidian ‘doing and being’ become productive labour and ‘all faculties that make up … species being become a source of value’ or use-values for capital (Anderson, 2012, p.33).  Akin to overcoming Fordist-Taylorist separations between (human) work and worker, and work and free time (Negri, 2003), atmospheric politics targeting pandas’ quotidian activities through enrichment aims to reduce ‘free time’ lying bored and idle.  ‘Enriched time’ on the other hand is about facilitating ‘natural’ behaviours that ultimately foster reproduction.  Bodily capacities to affect and be affected are brought into the ambit of generating value, witnessed in their entry into production, be it through theming and branding, or in the expansion of lively capital.
An important question regarding the real and formal subsumption of pandas’ lifeworlds is raised here.  The real subsumption of labour under capital entails ‘the production of relative surplus-value’ where the entire system of production ‘is altered and a specifically capitalist form of production comes into being’.  The dependence of labour on the system of production is not only intensified, workers become its ‘living appendages’ (Marx 1976, p.1024, p.548).  Similarly, the real subsumption of nature under capitalism entails a two-sided shift: the circulation of nature as capital is intensified and it becomes a strategic, rather than incidental, process.  Intensive regimes of accumulation ‘create a ‘new mode of life’’, integrating new norms of social consumption and new collective means of production’ (Smith, 2007, p.31).  Captivity and the atmospheric politics of lively capital show how pandas’ modes of inhabitation and reproduction are increasingly contingent on capital, be it the availability of mates, social interactions, or everyday being and doing.  Many animals raised in captivity cannot be returned to the wild, for they lack the wherewithal to survive.  The circulation of pandas – as wholes or as parts in the form of sperm – is an active strategy of capitalist accumulation.  Whether animals might, in the future, escape captivity and establish feral populations, unfastening the grip of capital, remains an open question.
The clearing of nonhuman bodies from landscapes to make them available as commodities have been facilitated by processes of violent incarceration and dehumanization.  This is witnessed in early panda extraction and subsequent ‘rescue’ from the wild.  Forcibly torn from their eco-social modes of inhabitation and reproduction and hurled into a voyeuristic economy as lively commodities, capture is a form of primitive accumulation, finding its analogue in what Marx termed ‘the expropriation of the agricultural worker … from the soil’ (Marx, 1976, p.876).  But there is another aspect to primitive accumulation: ‘the changes that capitalism has introduced in the process of social reproduction and, especially, the reproduction of labor-power’ (Federici, 2004, p.8-9).  Taking Foucault to task for collapsing male and female histories into an undifferentiated whole when dissecting techniques of power and discipline, Federici (2004; p.8) develops a forceful analysis of primitive accumulation through histories of ‘monstruous attacks on the [female] body’. Ethnographies of charismatics in captivity show how the quest to produce future populations is facilitated without regard to the context in which reproduction occurs (Parreñas, 2018).  Their analysis might be extended further.  Violence accompanies atmospheric politics and its quest to reproduce lively capital: the denial of ‘female choice’, artificial insemination, and electroejaculation to retrieve sperm are indicative.  All of these entail an enclosure of animal bodies from their modes of reproduction, an enclosure that leads to a primitive accumulation of lively capital.





By developing a relational understanding of capital, attentive to the constitutive role of more-than-human potentials, this paper has brought work on affect and the bio-economy (Hardt & Negri, 2000 ;  Anderson, 2012), into new conversations with scholarship on animal capital and critical political economy (Barua, 2018b ;  Shukin, 2009).  Both affirming and departing from their analysis of late capitalism, the implications of this move at a wider level are twofold.  Firstly, it unsettles the ontological hygiene of ‘the economic’, prompting a very different approach to political economic analyses.  The economic is not just constituted by a set of cultural practices (Amin & Thrift, 2008), but mutually composed by the ecological at the very outset.  Economic production is ontological production, ontologies of nature forge the economic.  Whilst appreciating cultural economy’s emphasis on affect (Thrift, 2010), at stake here is an affective ecology: economic relations forged by a retinue of more-than-human bodies and contingent upon the production and circulation of affective atmospheres not just across human-nonhuman divides, but between nonhumans themselves.  The latter is most vividly illuminated by the interdependence of affective and reproductive nonhuman labour, its critical role in forging economic formations and apparatuses bringing life into the ambit of accumulation.
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^1	  The initial descriptor was ‘charismatic megafauna’ first used in relation to the Giant panda in the mid-1980s (Goble 2009).
^2	  This paper draws on archival material and secondary sources in its analysis of how animals' lifeworlds are targeted, manipulated and subsumed in the (re)production of lively capital.   Archival material includes newspaper articles, pamphlets, photographs and film, whilst secondary sources entail biographies and memoirs of panda hunters, veterinarians, ethologists and documentary presenters.  The material is read along the grain in order to ‘animate’ the archive (Dwyer & Davies, 2010). Moving images, narratives and interviews are approached through an attunement to bodily performances, animal ethology, movements and moods as an attempt to render pandas’ lives qualitatively present, such that affective atmospheres come into relief and inform the analysis of lively capital.
^3	  Whilst tracking a longitudinal historical geography, two periods – the Cold War and China’s transition to state-led capitalism – are the paper’s primary empirical emphasis as these were moments when panda commercialization intensified.  Nature was integrated into China’s economic planning following the Sino-Soviet split and economic challenges of the 1960s, but the panda had limited material value. During the Cultural Revolution it rose to becoming the ‘means of modernizing traditional art forms and glorifying the nation’ (Songster, 2018, p.73).  Following Nixon’s 1972 Beijing visit, a pair was gifted as ‘goodwill ambassadors’ to the United States, bringing the creature into the fold of China’s geopolitical strategy. Deng Xiaoping’s rise to power in 1978 and shifts to state-led capitalism, led to the constitution of a ‘capitalist lease model based on financial transactions’ (Buckingham et al., 2013, p.263).  Pandas became catalysts for access to markets for Chinese products, and the commercialization of the animal was  intensified.
^4	 Tracking the histories of what ensued is beyond the scope and ambit of this paper.  For a close account see: Morris & Morris (1966) and Nicholls (2011b).
